MA exam: algebra,

19

April

2008

Please do four problems, including one from each of the three sections. Give complete
quote a theorem. Please indicate clearly which four problens you want to be graded.

proofs

do not just

Part I: Group theory
1. Let G be the svnmetric group of degree 11, and let 91
a. Compute igr I and i7rl.
b. Comput.

gr

-

(1,.3,9)(2,8,5,7) , gz : (2,5)(3,4,7,11.6.8).

gzgtr.

c. Are 91 and !2 conjugate in CJ'l Prove vour assertion.

2.SupposethatGisafinitegroup,and6:G-11 isagrouphomomorphism.Letpbeaprime.
a. Prove that if S is a psubgroup of G then d(S) is a psubgroup of
b. Prove that if
of H.

@

11.

is surjective (onto) and S is a Sylow psubgroup of G then d(S)

it

a S1'low;psubgroup

Part II: Ring theory
3. Let R : {a. t 3bi a,b e Z}.
a. Prove that R is an integral domain.
b. Prove that R is not a unique factorization domain.

4. LetR be the

subset of 2 x 2 real matrices which commute with

tl
, matrrx fO
the
l0 0l

o. Prove thal R is a ring.
b. Prove that R

- R[r]/I,

rvhere .I is the ideal generated by 12.

Part III: Linear algebra
5. Let V and.W be be finite-dimensional vector spaces over the field K.
a. Prove that if T: V - W is a linear transformation then ker(?) is a subspace of lr. fRecall that
ker(") :{ue V T(u):0}.1
b. Prove that if

A

and

B are linear transformations from V to itself then dimker(AB) < dimker(A) *

dimker(B).
c. Give an example of linear transformations

6. Let

,4.

be the .l x 4 real matrk

/

and B such that the inequality in part c is strict.
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a.

Find the characteristic erllration of A and the eigenl'alues of A.

b.

Find a basis for each eigenspace of A.

C.

Is ,4 diagonalizable? If

it

is, diagonalize

it. If not. explain

whv not.

